
This is the run report for run no. 371 

 

Hares: Neanderthal and Affrodesia 

When? 03.09.00 

Where?  Foret de Versailles 

Turnout?  Too many 

 

It was a long convoy to a long run.  We bore some losses.  But 

we didn't bore all the passers by who couldn't help noticing a 

large pack in funny t-shirts running past them on their Sunday 

walk.  The forest of Versailles is full of them.  It is also full of 

paths, most of which hare Neanderthal had us run along.  Co-

hare Affrodesia got to do the fun bits of setting the run, such 

as planting the beer on a peculiar platform.  Most memorable 

part of the run was the several instances when Neanderthal 

told us that to get to the beer stop it would be not far or an 

extra 3 kilometres.   

An extra 3 kilometres away it was the beer stop, but for the really energetic folk that extra 3km still hadn't 

been covered.  There were a lot of sweaty people.  At the circle Deep Throat saved the day by making sure 

Sans Clue's beer didn't run out, and the alien, finally recovered from the West Rhine hash, was completely 

ignored, except by Pimms.  Newcomer: Flic the cute puppy.  Cheers to GrabNuts and Platypussy for taking 

notes. 

 

Hares ACNE run Neanderthal, Affrodesia 

Virgins Sylvain and Jean-François from France, made to come by Royal Flush 

Visitors C-Lingus, Curly Burke, KissMe, Likk'm, Wrong Way, Tarzan 

Returnees  Juan-Philippe, Cultured, Likes a Long One, Aquasex, Nympho, High Voltage, Dutch 

Delight, Goblin, Dracula, Can't Come, Deep Throat, Platypussy, Lady in Waiting 

 

 

    Criminals, charged for : 

 

-Puppy-touching Aquasex, Old Banger, GrabNuts, KissMe, Sharp 

Shooter, Likes a Long One, Captain Bimbo 

-Dancing with Dracula Affrodesia 

-Condom machine misuse Neanderthal 

-Silly Bets  MaBush, Orange Slip 

-Mobile phone Platypussy, Affrodesia 

-Baptisms  Juan-Philippe becomes Springbollocks ,  Jae 

becomes Silicon Tits 

-Crashed hash flash Wrong Way 

-Disgusting lump C-Lingus 

-Departure Scratchy 

-Walking Likk'm 

-British hooligan Old Banger 

-Being more important Dracula, KissMe, Orange Slip, 

Captain Bimbo, Steel Stripper, Deep Throat, Neanderthal, 

Affrodesia, Royal Flush 

-GMs strange way of communicating Royal Flush, Dracula 

 

OnOn 

MaBush 

 



 
 

 



 

  

 



 

 
 

 

 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



   
 

 



 
 

 



 


